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87- A clinging frail Henry Disney | Low York, Aug. 7 (AP) : SIDEWALKS OF ILY. j?G 
'iET A LOVH OH. "A drean center for shop1 inc /offices and amusements — where 

he streets will be vmn In winter and cool in summer and pedestrians will be 
loved alom'5 on sliding sidewalks instead of having to walk — will be under 
construction here within a year, its nlanners announced.” It :oes on to say 
that it will cost 00,000,000 and be built on 20 acres near the site of the’39 
World1a Fair. A 310*fltory office building will be the nucleus of the center. 
Henry adds: "Remember ’ROAD T ROLL’?”.

88- Bratton says: "Speaking of Rob
ert Blochs,the catalog lists a letter in bonder Stories, 1932 July, page 184, 
from Robert G. Bloch,! .D., Associate 1-Tofessor of Medicine, University of Chic
ago!" Kennedy speaks :"It would be very easy, cone to think of it, for some*, 
body to pose as a furious stf author ana wall- into a fan gathering without any
body getting wise to tlie deception." I have a letter from the real Bloch I 

guess for the letterhead is decorated wit 
. . , the Gustav Ihrx Advertising Agency. He says:

"llext tine anyone draws a caricature of * 
they can at least keep me under 50....like

• , this,...” And over to the left is a trace
’ 7" ‘ •. - of the head that appeared below a signature

C../- that seemed to read "Bob"o Bob and I had
lunch together last week, and he showed me 

\ two originals from the brush of Ralph Ray
burn Phillips. These paintings are far 
away more worthy of the word "art" thana 

( of the magazine illustrations everyone is so
wild about. .71th their color end lltfe ab
stractions the viewer can see in the paint
ing juetaabout any form he so imagines. As 

something so worthwhile it Is with regret that the fans at the P^oificon,wh^r*» 
Phillips so kindly donated thorn for auction, cave the pictures such a disgrace
ful reception.

89* Al Lopez writes:" In 1933 Karl G. Jansky of Bell Telephone 
Labs Published a paper on \J1 metrical Disturbances of an L’xtra-Terrestrlal Cr- 
-.£in. lie describes tracing these ’signals’over a period of s everal years u til 
he determined that they came from a point near Saggitarlus in the ilky •>. ./.It 
is also the point toward which the solar system is apparently moving with 
pect to the other stars. The frequency of the signals was approx. 20.5 mega - 

Tcles. (For furhter information see Proceedings of tile Ire titute of Radio Bn- 
Ont.- i<m)
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90- Saturday and Sunday narked the visit of a few Chic
ams who drove up to L’ilwjaukee in Ollie Saari’s car. Besides Saari, ther* 
ere, Sol Camden, Frank Robinsoni and’Ecco’Connor. Klingbiel came down from 

• <e:t B< rd to join the I ilwaukee’s Schumann, Stein, and your editor. The most 
violent bull session argument developed around the double-barrelled concept 
of low .any original thinkers are there in the world, or is tiere any such 
thlrg qs original thinking anjrway? On the - uestion of the post-atomicborb 

notion of civilization, Schwann and Canden became quite heated, with t! 
X: er seeing thousands of years of near-savagery, and the latter seeing the 
•< < inture of the threads of civilization within relatively few years. Another 

i/Opic of discussion revolved about the Frame concept and the question? what 1 
a line? Come again fellows. If plans work out there will be a gathering on 
a (fairly large scale to take place in Chicago on the weekend of October 12. \ 
expect a good turnout from .Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana, and Tichigan fans. 
Uatch this sheet for more details.

91- Don’t forget that if you desire to run 
for office in the National Fantasy Fan Federation to write Dale Tarr or K« 
Martin Carlson immediately to obtain the details.
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RADIATION III AIR ’ 171 C. .IFF
8 SIT ING Z.VDR% SAYS RESLARCH ’R 

Radioactive particlns from atomxc bomb ^plos
ions, drifting in the atmosphere, could cause 
world-wide ’spring fever’ all year round, act. 
ing to a theory advanced by Arthur Louis Joquel I 
atonic researcher.

Writing in the August 19 issue of The Axo; < 
Age, Jocuel points out that a few years ago x 
French scientist, IL Herbert Garr igue, made tostc ; j 
show that un increase of radiation in the aix* dur 
ing spring months was responsible for tna tz* .ait?, 
al laziness felt at that time.

The radioactive clouds recently reported by saiantisv* over 
various parts of the world and* believed to be caused by the 
atonic bomb testsF :.Ajht affect people in a siuilar rjuimer. ’.l 
article stuteso Infinitesimal amounts of radioactive natter/.h: . 
nut harmful to life, could cause lack of*energy and ;one 
lessness if absorbed by the human system,Joquel believes. 1. 
gests that tests be made on plants and animals, as well as r> 
determine whether' any such reactions are taking place*
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